MARCH 2014
Contact:
Marian Szebenyi to help
steward at the Syracuse
shows on
Friday March 28!

Message from IDTC President
Challenges, challenges
The Club faces a couple of challenges that aren't new, but the previous
solutions have run their courses and we need to try something different.
Sort of like when I get the same wrong course behavior over and over
again and it finally dawns on me that I need to change what I'm doing before my dogs will change what they are doing in response. D'oh!
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Challenge One—the Club's training facility. We all love the pavilion - who
among us doesn't appreciate the piles of sawdust that we bring home with
us? I am pleasantly reminded of the Friday Night Agility League fun for
weeks after it ends because there is sawdust in my lungs, my sinuses, my
traveling crates, my sneakers and my car! We need to figure out an alternative to the sawdust palace before we lose more instructors and students.
Joe O is investigating whether Cornell would partner up with the Club to
put alternative flooring in to at least address the worst problem of the
space. If that is a possibility we would want to have a written agreement
with Cornell to protect our interests in case the university decides to demolish the building a week after the new flooring got installed! Anyone
have any other thoughts on different venues/locations? Let Joe O know at
ttia607@gmail.com
Challenge Two—the Club's legal status. I'm trying to find out the status of
the club's effort to file for 501(c)3 non-profit status so that we can pick
that up and move it forward. If anyone knows anything specific about that
effort, please email me at etherington1@juno.com.
Suzanne Etherington

Thank you to our outgoing Training
Committee members
Kerry Boisvert
Anne Williams
Cheri Jackmin
Ray Corey

Welcome to our incoming Training
Committee members
Tammy Osmeloski
Tammy Snyder
Sue Pfunter
Joe Cowan
Lisa Mitchell (returning)
Marian Szebenyi

MARCH MEETING
Date: 3/25/2014
Location: Baker
Board: 6:00pm
Program:
Guest Speaker—Debbie Bell
will share her experiences
“Behind the Scenes at
Westminster Agility”
General: to follow

DEADLINE FOR THE MARCH NEWSLETTER IS 4/1/2014
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MISC. COMMITTEES

OFFICERS
President
Suzanne Etherington - etherington1@juno.com

Vice-President
Lynn Anguish - lja2@cornell.edu

Secretary
Hannah Robinson - hannahl6@yahoo.com

Treasurer
Katie Barnaby - tebika@hotmail.com
BOARD MEMBERS
Deb Bain
Kathy Hildreth
Karen Netherton
Margie Peech
Nancy Allmann

(1/13-1/15)
(1/13-1/15)
(1/14-1/16)
(1/14-1/16)
(1/14-1/15)

TRAINING COMMITTEE
New committee is just forming—more details to come!

Tammy Osmeloski - ttia607@gmail.com
Tammy Snyder
Sue Pfunter
Joe Cowan
Lisa Mitchell
Marian Szebenyi
Joe Osmeloski

Newsletter Editor
Chris O’Brien

cms41@cornell.edu
144 Yaple Road, Ithaca, NY 14850
607-319-0529

A.T.T.S.: Tom Szebenyi 564-7230
CU/Pavilion Coordinator: Deb Watrous 533-3672
Equipment:
Assistant:
Equipment Maintenance:
Agility Equip Maintenance:
FLKC Liaison: Marg Pough 273-0925
Graduations:
Beginners: Joe & Nancy Cowan
Advance:
Karen Nocera
CGC:
Debbie Keith
Historian: Lucille Straub
Holiday Party: TBD
IDTC Yahoo list serve: Kathy Hildreth 272-6434
Interclub: Sue Yanoff
Judges Selection: Deb Bain 347-6518
Library: Tammy Osmeloski 844-4003
Match Show Chair: Kathy Hildreth & Hannah Robinson
Membership Steward: Katelyn Davis katelynjdavis@gmail.com
Newsletter: Chris O’Brien cms41@cornell.edu
Nltr copying/mailing: Deb Bain 347-6518
Point Show Fall 2014:
Point Show Spring 2014: Marian Szebenyi 564-7230
Programs:
Public Information: Betsy Root 387-7082
Publicity (newspaper): Marian Szebenyi 564-7230
Recorder: Hannah Robinson
Registrar:
Beginners: Marian Szebenyi 564-7230
Advanced: Amanda Pough (802) 272-7635
Agility:
Pepi Leids 776-9721
Refreshments:
Meetings: Sherry Ditko 756-6538 (H) or 753-8966 (W)
Beg. Grad: Jennifer Gerdes 330-2011
Adv. Grad: Jennifer Gerdes 330-2011
Sunshine: Donna Webster (315) 364-7406
Trophies/Ribbons: Betty Baldwin 257-1683
Video Rentals: Tammy Osmeloski 844-4003
Web Pages:
General:
Marian Szebenyi 564-7230
Facebook: Linda Pacioretty
Welcoming Chair: TBD
ACTIVE MEMBERSHIP

Active members get lower rates for classes and other events than inac-

Address Corrections

tive members. More importantly, they are what makes the Club work.

Katelyn Davis
katelynjdavis@gmail.com
9 Cardinal Drive
Ithaca, NY 14850
408-833-9127

When you join IDTC, you are considered an active member for the first
year. After that, active membership is maintained by putting in a minimum of 10 hours per year doing things for the Club, such as assisting
or instructing a class, helping out at events (e. g. being a steward at

trials, providing refreshments for a graduation, making arrangements to
bring in a seminar speaker, etc.), or serving on a committee such as

the Training Committee. Active members are also expected to regularly

attend the monthly Club meetings. Your active/inactive status for a year
is determined by your participation during the previous year.
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General Meeting Minutes

IDTC General meeting Minutes
February 26, 2014

find out chain of command at Cornell so that Tammy and
Joe Osmeloski can contact them about the matting pro2/26/2014 Ithaca Dog Training Club meeting called to orposal. The Club is looking for other ideas. For instance, If
der at 7:10pm at the Cornell livestock pavilion
you know someone with an unused enclosed horse arena,
Minutes of January general meeting were approved as pub- please see if they would be interested in renting it, and letting the club know.
lished
General Meeting Minutes-2/26/2014

Treasurer, Katie Barnaby, reported a total in idtc funds of
$48643.70. She thanked Katelyn Davis and Karen Netherton, for their supplying good detailed deposit reports. The
Treasurer’s report was approved as reported.

President, Suzanne Etherington, indicated someone to do
“Sunshine” is needed. Please contact her for more information, and to volunteer.

Training Director, Kerry Boisvert, reported all classes going
well. Beginner and CGC graduations will be big event on
March 5, requiring a strong membership turnout to help.
There will be lots of good food. Kerry thanked all the former Training Committee Members over the last 3 years,
and congratulated the new Training Committee Members.

A slate of candidates for appointment and election for the
training committee was announced by Club President. Appointments were:

Old Business:
CPE Agility trial: premium is approved and available on the
idtc web page. Kathy Hildreth will send it out to the yahoo
list group on 2/26/2014. The Judge will be Donald Skibniewski, who is also an AKC judge.

Training Committee Elections and Appointments:

Training Director: Tammy Osmeloski
Committee members: Tammy Snyder, Sue Pfunter, Joe
Cowan
Nominated from the floor for 2 elected positions were: Lisa
Mitchell, Marian Szebenyi, Alexis Zaharis
Voting took place, by a small margin: Lisa Mitchell was
elected for a 2 year term, Marian Szebenyi, was elected for
a 1 year term

Friday Night Agility League: league finale is Friday 2/28, all
idtc members, family, friends, and sponsors are invited to
Joe Cowan and Sue Pfunter did not attend the meeting and
attend and witness the awards and enjoy the finale party.
at the recording of the minutes had no knowledge of their
appointments. They may choose to decline. Then others
Spring Point Show: a sign up sheet for stewards was circulated. Anyone not at the meeting but wants to sign up con- will be appointed in their place.
tact Marian Szebenyi.
New Business:

There will be Agility Run Throughs for club members on
the First two Friday nights in March.

There were no Brags
Conditions in the Cornell Livestock Pavilion are terrible.
The sawdust is too fine a grade and least little disturbance The meeting was adjourned at 7:50PM
puts sawdust into the air. It needs watering on all days of
Respectfully submitted, Kathy Hildreth (acting Secretary
idtc use, but it is not happening. Tammy and Joe Osmeloski for the meeting)
water it down on Friday nights prior to agility, without Cornell permission. Roof in leaking again. Some options…ask
Cornell to water on Tues and Wed afternoons prior to obedience classes. Make a suggestion to Cornell Ag Science that
matting be put down over the concrete after removing the
sawdust, only use sawdust when they have an event there
requiring that type of flooring. Matting is versatile, can be
cleaned by hosing down, can be driven on. Offer to pay part
of the cost to put matting down $5K to $10K. Deb Bain will
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THE NOSE KNOWS! —by Deb Watrous

K9 Nose Work (NW) is a relatively new sport that my Golden Retriever, Karen (a released GEB—Guiding Eyes for the
Blind—pup) and I have been doing on and off for the past year. As a GEB pup, Karen was never allowed to use her
nose while on program. Once she was released from GEB, the first thing we did was learn to track!! Now being avid
trackers, we were pretty skeptical about Nose Work initially, but we’re both finding it to be a pretty cool game! Karen is not the “bravest” of pups, but she can find her ball in the middle of a large field or buried in a snow bank, so I
had a feeling that this might be right up her alley. It has been fun watching her learn how to use her nose in a new
way and grow more confident in “strange” situations as she’s searching and locating the odor.
We went to our first class; not sure what to expect. I had a lot of questions related to the differences/similarities
with tracking. Would this hinder our tracking? Would this make my dog “air scent more”? Would it cause confusion?
Would this make my dog only search for food? So many questions…. It quickly became clear that our previous tracking experience would actually aid in our success with this new game. The previous skills we learned together with
tracking, easily transferred to NW (leash handling, knowledge of scent and how it travels, indications, etc.). I think
that Nose Work has only improved our tracking skills and I have not seen any confusion or unwanted behaviors in either sport. Win Win!!
Our first few classes were spent on getting our dog excited about doing everything with a box—nose it, paw it, step
on it, kick it, stick their heads in it, knock them over, push them, navigate under, through and over obstacles to get to
the boxes. We did this by putting treats in a box. This was our first lesson with finding a “specific odor”—in this
case FOOD. We taught them how to search for specific odor or odors and to locate the source of scent hidden in a
variety of environments. The first several searches were very simple in the beginning so that the dog easily found
success and developed drive/excitement for the game. Our dogs stayed on food scent for a long time, as we gradually increased the challenges over several lessons. We added new search skills as each dog/handler team progressed.
The dogs in our class have all been doing NW for a little over a year now. We’ve done searches that have included:
navigating obstacles to find the source of odor, standing upright to find odor placed above their heads, we’ve navigated a “mock” movie theatre with rows of closely placed stairs, car searches, searches in tiny spaces (6X6 bathroom) and narrow hallways, outside searches, searches where the odor was in tightly sealed containers, etc. It’s
pretty awesome to watch the dogs navigate all of these new environments to find the source of the odor(s). They
often will have to find 2-3 sources of odors in one search area, often times leaving the previously found odor to find
the next one.
As the teams skills continue to progress, the dogs are introduced to specific target orders (Birch, Anis, and/or
Clove), usually paired with food/toy initially to keep it fun and motivating for the dog while they learn to search in
various environments. Eventually, the dog will search for the target scent(s) alone and then be rewarded by the handler with food or a toy for the correct find. Karen and I are currently at this stage. Even though we have only been
doing Birch, paired with/without food for a short time, she has really been showing me that she understands the
game. You just have to watch her confident/happy body language to see how much fun she’s having. Both of us are
excited for the next class and to see what new challenges are coming our way.
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The Nose Knows! (cont)
Some interesting facts about Nose Work:
 Dogs easily burn lots of mental & physical energy doing searches.
 Searches can be done anywhere you can take your dog.
 No prior training is required and no obedience is needed.
 In classes, dogs work one at a time and rest crated or safely in a vehicle between searches so reactive dogs can
enjoy the activity, too.
 Shy or fearful dogs build confidence and overactive dogs put their energy into fun searches.
 Stronger bond between dog & handler as handler learns to observe, understand, and rely upon his dog.
 By participating in K9 Nose Work with your dog, you're giving him the freedom to express and refine his natural
talents, and he's giving you a glimpse into how he "sees" the world.
While NW is a great game to just play and bond with your dog; you can also compete in different levels of Nose Work
through the National Association of Canine Scent Work (NACSW). Depending on what level of competition, you and
your dog will be trialing in, you may need to search up to 4 different elements: container, interior, exterior, and vehicles; all of which will be timed and blind (location unknown to handler). The searches can include multiple hides (single
and combined odor(s)) in a single search area and searching for unknown number of hides in a single search area.
Much like tracking, you and your dog must “certify” on each target odor before you enter that level of competition.
This is called an Odor Recognition Test (ORT). Although NW is growing in popularity, there are limited still events
and it takes many people to put on a trial so they want to make sure that you and your pup are prepared before entering.
Unlike tracking, the only way that you can watch an ORT or NACSW competition currently is to volunteer as a helper.
This is so that distractions are minimized during the testing process. Hopefully, this will change in the future so that
more people can learn about this sport. You do not need any previous experience to volunteer and you always receive
a warm welcome for helping. Plus it’s a great way to learn more about this sport.
Although I did not begin Nose Work with the intention of competing, Karen and I have found this to be very addicting and it will be fun to see just how far we go!!!
For more information regarding the sport of Nose Work, classes, workshops or NACSW competitions, please go to
nacsw.net. There are also some nice video examples of dogs competing in different levels of NW that you can view
here:
http://www.nacsw.net/video-examples-nw1-trial-level-searches

Photos compliments of nacsw.net and NW class
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IDTC BRAGS
Susan Morse—Belgian Malinois, KISS (CH, MACH, ARCHX, C-ATCH V Rusty Road Kiss O’Honeycreek
CDX, MXS, MJS, MFB, TQX, RAE, RL1X, RL2X, RL3, ABMC ROM I), turned 12 years on 2/10/2014. On
2/16 at Boom Towne, Kiss complete her C-ATCH V and went four out of four classes. When we were
done she jumps down, runs and gets her sunshine squeaky toy
and starts playing. Kiss will be showing in a couple more CPE
trails that she is entered in for fun and in AKC is working on
finishing up her T2B title as she needs a few more points. In a few
shows she will enter in Fast as well as that is one of her favorite
classes. Kiss is about half way to her MACH II but we will not
pursuing this due to her age. Kiss is the first dog from IDTC to
receive her MACH and C-ATCH V that came up through the puppy
obedience classes and the agility classes. Many dedicated
instructors and assistance helped along the way to help us accomplish these goals. I feel fortunate that I
own such a multi-talented dog and thank every day she can run as she has chronic bronchitis for the last
seven years. People often ask why her name is Kiss? AKC used to have a limit on length of names and
after the two kennel names there was four letter left. She was born near Valentine’s day so I wanted a
short sweet name – KISS. Kiss maybe cutting back a bit but we still have lots to do at the age of 12, if she
wishes. She is not a dog that likes to lay around. Maybe we can get back to herding!
Suzanne Etherington—Morgan Trueheart, rescue Airedale, has reached the lofty heights of Level 5 in CPE
agility! He completed his Level 4 in Wildcard at Boom Towne on February 15th and is valiantly (albeit
slowly) moving forward. Meanwhile, Trevorwood
Verbena Grace the Hooligan, Morgan's step
sister, is proving the old saw that terriers tend to
work independently of their owners by sashaying
around the ring, visiting crew and judge and
NOT qualifying.
Chris O’Brien—Aussie Fleck (Excalibur Modustsky’s Meant to Be, CGC; CPE CL1) was at it again in
February with her debut agility trial at the Boomtowne CPE trial. She was entered in 5 events and
qualified in 5 events—earning 3 first places, 1 second and 1 third place.
She was picking up speed throughout the day! She completed all four
individual Level 1 titles which completes the entire CL1 title. Now onto
Level 2! Aussie Jazz (Howlyn Saturday Night, CGC, BN, RE) was
keeping up with his “sister”, qualifying in 3 out of 5 events—all with
placements—1 first and 2 seconds. He’s working at higher levels so just
legs this time. It’s a challenge to run two dogs in the same event at the
same jump height! Thank goodness for dog-wrangling friends to help
out!
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IDTC BRAGS
Jennifer Gerdes—Ch. White Magic’s Gets the Girls “Romeo” RN, CGC finished his
championship at the CT Working Dog show this weekend, with
a five point major! While I have had samoyeds for 17 years, he
is my first conformation dog. Rexann’s Sweet Rollin’ Avalanche
“Ava” finished the IWPA weight pull snow season as the
Regional Gold Medalist on Snow. She will be invited to their
North American Championship competition in May, this year to
be held in Cicero, NY. Great job, Jennifer, Romeo and Ava!
Hannah Robinson—Belle and I finished our Novice Rally title at the Fort Myers (Lee County) show, and have
our first leg of Advanced Rally from the Sarasota show with a 99. I think I've finally learned how to
breathe all the way through a Rally test! Belle also has her Beginner Novice title from the Sarasota show,
and we passed the new Community Advanced CGC just before we started back North. Bron says with all
these titles Belle should be able to help with the driving
on the way home. I can't say that we are looking
forward to the weather up North, but we've had more
nice weather down here than anyone deserves.
Congratulations to Hannah and Belle who are burning
up the southern circuit!
IDTC Winter 2014 Beginner 1 Obedience Class—
Congratulations to all of you!

It was very nice to see people at the FLKC match last weekend. I am doing well. Walking –
slowly – with a walker, but my strength and endurance are steadily improving. I want to
thank the club as a group and too many individuals in the club to name for their kind
thoughts and messages and especially for the generosity you have all shown me. The gift
from the club was amazingly generous, but to receive the money from the Christmas party
raffle was – well, there really are no words to describe how that made me feel. It has been a
long road for me, and I still have quite a distance to go, but all of you have made the journey
so much more bearable. I cannot thank you all enough.
Thanks
Susan Beals
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9th Season of Agility League
Dear Agility League Participants,
What a great year we had in this our 9th year of Agility league. It doesn’t seem like its been 9 years, and Tam and I are really looking forward
to the 10th anniversary year, where we already have some special plans in place for next year.
Tonight was our final run which was just NEED FOR SPEED, where you basically ran as fast and as far as you could. Most of the dogs and
handlers, even the ones that werent completely in control of their faculties due to a bit of "over medication", were able to put in good
performances. Tonight’s top dogs with scores of 178 were Jan "easy" Estes and Callie, and Tammy "crash" Snyder with Flare.
Before I get to the Final Scores and standings, I would like to congratulate our 2 individual award
winners. The AMOS award given annually in memory of Suzanne's great dog Amos, for most
improved dog, went to Donna Hopple and Lily.
And we had a new "award" given to a dog with a negative performance. Wait, you win an award
if you SCREW up? There should have been many candidates for this award, which "awarded" a
dog for blowing the contacts. Tammy Snyder so kindly donated the "Contact with Flare", or the
"Flare misses contacts "or the "Contact Flare if
you need a date", or whatever it was. Anyway the
"winner" was Autumn, and Katelyn Davis. I don’t
know if you should be congratulated or consoled. Anyway, if you want to win this award next
year, start working now by teaching your dogs to simply launch off those contacts.
This year, we had many firsts, and one were the new handler/dog teams who dared to try the
IDTC agility league, and they deserve mentioning for their heroism: Erin Wilks/Cree, Karen
Netherton/Finn, and Genie Hurme/Bebe. I hope they all come back next year, now that they
have a year under their belts.
FINAL OVERALL STANDINGS:
1. The Whino's
2. Oldies But Goodies
3. Chateau Dusseau
4. Tequila Roundup
5. Yuengling Black and Tan

5045
5029
4987
4907
4867

Well, I’d like to congratulate the Whinos (sponsored by Six mile creek) for winning the IDTC
Agility League again. I said I'd like to congratulate them BUT I CANT, as they denied me for the
9th consecutive year of winning my own league. Shame on you Whino's. BUT to look on the
bright-side, I discovered a new drink, the TEQUILA MOUNTAIN, which made losing all that much more sweet. Anyway, I hadn’t planned on
winning until our 10th anniversary, so next year is surely my year. I would however like to thank Pepi and Sue for allowing me to, ahem, "run"
their dogs. Also, thanks to my teammates who put up with me this year.
Chateau Dusseau put in admirable performance finishing 3rd, and the team named after liquor and weed killer (I think I drank 2 of those
tonight), at least was able to avoid the BOOBY BAR. Which brings us to our lovable losers, and now that the Booby Bar is now known as "The
Yuengling Black and Tan BOOBY Bar" , that bar will be retired and a new bar put in place next year. Also, we are going to "retire" that team.
One thing I am requesting is that each save a "sip" of their Mini-booby bars, as I'd love to taste each one. Next year, I may just tank to get all
that booze for myself. Anyway, thanks to Black and Tan for being good sports all year and happily taking my jabs each week.
Before I close, I must thank Rue Chagoll, and Sue Morse for scoring and timing all year, and for refusing all those bribes The Whino's kept
offering to "adjust scores and times. Also, we want to than Six Mile Creek for being wonderful sponsors, and really good winners.
One last thank you to my wife Tammy (yes, for putting up with me), but also for doing basically all the work of making the games, the
scoresheets, the running orders, the courses etc.
It was a great year, thanks to all of you, and I can’t wait for year 10 of IDTC Agility League.
Joe and Tam

All Agility League photos credited to Pete Masse
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9th Season of Agility League
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All Agility League photos credited to Pete Masse

Save the Date!
Guest Speaker for April 2014 Meeting
“Stressed Out: Recognizing and training the stressed or fearful dog” - Sophie Liu
Stress, and the resulting anxiety or fear, is a daily part of our dogs' lives, and this is
especially true for dogs competing in sports. Yet, the negative effects of stress on
animal health and well-being have been well researched and thoroughly documented. Stress is everywhere, but, luckily, we already have the tools to mitigate our dogs'
stress both in daily life and in the ring. This talk will demonstrate how to recognize
canine stress and how to transform it into calm, happy focus.
Sophie's info:
Sophie is a first year veterinary student here at Cornell. She has been learning about and working with challenging
dogs for over 7 years. As an intern for veterinarian and behaviorist, Dr. Sophia Yin, Sophie learned how to approach
serious problems, like dog aggression, with creativity, skill, and speed. She has transferred those skills to training cats
and chickens, as well. While an undergraduate at UC Berkeley, Sophie also worked extensively in an animal cognition
laboratory, where she learned about the neurological and biological components of animal behavior and began training wild squirrels to perform cognitive tests. As an Associate Certified member of IAABC, Sophie now provides dog
behavior consults to private clients, and she has a strong fondness for helping aggressive and reactive dogs perform at
high levels, especially her own!

A big thank you to everyone who came and helped at our Puppy,
Beginner and CGC graduation last night.
To Jennifer for a great cake and other refreshments; Nancy
and Joe (with helpers) for setting up the rings and doing all the
paperwork Debbie Keith (and loyal helpers) for coordinating the
CGC tests Marg, Lynne, and Rue for doing the Beginner and Puppy Classes Marian, Tammy, Anne, Debbie for CGC testers (and
everyone who made up the crowd) I'm sure I have missed someone, but thanks for coming, helping and supporting the students.

AKC Rule Revisions
Obedience Group Exercise
changes
http://images.akc.org/pdf/
board_minutes/0214.pdf

It was one of our largest graduations in sometime - the cold
weather didn't keep people home.
Thanks to all,
Kerry

Venue

URL

Venue

URL

AKC

www.akc.org

USDAA

www.usdaa.com

CPE

www.k9cpe.com

World Cynosport Rally

www.rallydogs.com

ASCA

www.asca.org

Dock Dogs

www.dockdogs.com

UKC

www.ukcdogs.com

NACSW

www.nacsw.net
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MARCH 2014
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat
1

2

9

3

10

4—IDTC Clas- 5—IDTC Clas- 6

7—Agility Run 8

ses

ses

Thrus

11

12

13

14—Agility

15

Run Thrus

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23/
30

24/
31

25—IDTC

26

27

28

29

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

Meeting

APRIL 2014
Sun

6

13

20

27

Mon

7

14

21

28

Tue

1—IDTC Clas- 2—IDTC Clas- 3

4—IDTC Clas- 5

ses

ses

ses

8—IDTC Clas- 9—IDTC Clas- 10

11—IDTC

12—Vet

ses

ses

Classes

School Open
House

15—IDTC

16—IDTC

18—IDTC

19

Classes

Classes

22—IDTC

23—IDTC

Meeting

Classes

29—IDTC

30—IDTC

Classes

Classes
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17

Classes

24

25—IDTC
Classes

26
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IDTC BRAG FORM
NAME : ________________________________
DOG’S NAME & BREED ____________________
SHOW DATE & KENNEL CLUB_______________
_______________________________________
TITLE EARNED : _________________________
PLEASE SEND TO : Chris O’Brien
144 Yaple Road
Ithaca, NY 14850

Chris O’Brien
144 Yaple Road
Ithaca, NY 14850
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